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ABSTRACT

Introduction In 2020, the UK Health Security Agency (UKHSA) established a large-scale testing programme to rapidly identify individuals in England who were infected with SARS-CoV-2 and had COVID-19. This comprised part of the UK government’s COVID-19 response strategy, to protect those at risk of severe COVID-19 disease and death and to reduce the burden on the health system. To assess the success of this approach, UKHSA commissioned an independent evaluation of the activities delivered by the NHS testing programme in England. The primary purpose of this evaluation is to capture key learnings from the rollout of testing to different target populations via various testing services between October 2020 and March 2022 and to use these insights to formulate recommendations for future pandemic preparedness strategy.

Methods and analysis The proposed study involves a stepwise mixed-methods approach, aligned with established methods for the evaluation of complex interventions in health, with retrospective and prospective components. A bottom-up approach will be taken, focusing on each of nine population-specific service settings. We will use a Theory of Change to understand the causal pathways and intended and unintended outcomes of each service, also exploring the effect of context on each individual service setting’s intended outcomes. Subsequently, the insights gained will be synthesised to identify process and outcome indicators to evaluate how the combined aims of the testing programme were achieved. A forward-looking, prospective component of this work will aim to inform testing strategy in preparation for future pandemics, through a participatory modelling simulation and policy analysis exercise.
Disclaimer This is a provisional draft protocol that represents research in progress. This research was commissioned and funded by UKHSA, to be performed between August 2022 and March 2023. The scope and depth of testing services and channels covered by this research were pre-agreed with UKHSA and are limited to the availability and provision of data available at the time this protocol was written.

Ethics and dissemination Findings arising from this evaluation will be used to inform lessons learnt and recommendations for UKHSA on appropriate pandemic preparedness testing programme designs; findings will also be disseminated in peer-reviewed journals and at academic conferences.

Strengths and limitations of the study
• Strengths of this mixed-methods evaluation protocol include the use of theory-based, complex evaluation approaches and an iterative and participatory approach with the stakeholder (UKHSA) to the evaluation process and prospective modelling.
• Given the scale and complexity of the COVID-19 testing response in England, there is a scarcity of previous relevant research into this, either in England or appropriate international comparators, warranting the mixed-methods evaluation approach we are adopting.
• This is the first national-scale evaluation of the testing response to COVID-19 in England to incorporate most service settings, a programme which formed an integral part of the UK pandemic response strategy. The approach proposed could be applied to the evaluation of pandemic responses in other contexts or to other types of interventions.
• Whereas most complex interventions are accompanied by a prospective evaluation design initiated at the time of the intervention or earlier, this study predominantly comprises a retrospective evaluation and is therefore limited by the quality of existing research and the data available to the research team at the time of conducting the evaluation within the specified period allocated by UKHSA.
INTRODUCTION
In December 2019, a novel coronavirus was discovered in China and rapidly spread around the world. This virus was subsequently named severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and the disease it causes, novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).\(^1\) On 11 March 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a pandemic and exorted member states to “test, test, test”\(^2\). In response, the National Health Service (NHS) Test and Trace (T&T) Programme, England, part of the UK Health Security Agency (UKHSA), was established on 28 May 2020, with the purpose of enabling mass-scale testing and tracing systems to rapidly identify individuals with COVID-19 and their close contacts, thereby minimising the spread of the disease.\(^3\)\(^4\)

The T&T programme had four main stated objectives: 1) to increase the speed and availability of testing, 2) to identify close contacts of positive cases and require them to isolate, 3) to contain local outbreaks via a coordinated response, and 4) to enable the government to learn more about the virus and explore ways to ease infection control measures as the science developed. The testing strategy and resultant policy has since been frequently adapted and revised in response to the changing epidemiological context of the pandemic.\(^3\)

The overarching intended aim of the UK government’s COVID-19 response strategy was to deploy a coordinated and evolving programme of testing services to allow key sectors of society (such as health and social care; public; private; education; sport and leisure) to function smoothly and equitably during the pandemic while minimising transmission and harm.\(^5\)
This strategy was deployed in the context of mitigating the impact of the pandemic and the measures to control it on other key sectors of society such as education, industry, hospitality, sport, and preventative and mental health. The overarching expectation was for the benefit and burden of this strategy to be shared equitably across the population. As part of this response, the testing programme, a component of NHS T&T, played an integral role through its various testing services, resulting in a complex balance of interconnected impacts on transmission, hospitalisations, mortality, societal productivity, and costs to the economy.

To achieve its goal, the testing programme sought to work in partnership with local public health bodies, local authorities, the NHS, and commercial and academic providers; testing would then be rolled-out through a population-specific service delivery model across nine target populations (Table 1). The delivery of testing for each of these target populations was multi-modal, through combinations of in-person testing (e.g. public regional testing sites, mobile testing units), pharmacies, and home direct self-test kit deliveries. These were subject to ongoing revision by policymakers throughout the pandemic, dependent on factors such as changing epidemiological prevalence, emerging scientific evidence, and vaccination rollout.

The overall success and effectiveness of any national COVID-19 testing service is dependent on multiple contextual factors and the combined impacts of the various testing service settings. From a public health perspective, increased testing has been shown to result in reduced transmission of SARS-CoV-2 and associated hospitalisations and mortality. The economic impact of testing has been assessed via cost-effectiveness evaluations of testing strategies, including testing unit costs, operational deployment costs and, on a macro-
economic level, quantifying the economic productivity gained from shortened isolation periods and savings to the taxpayer.\textsuperscript{12,13} Behavioural responses to testing strategies are dependent on public awareness and trust, with adherence to testing policy shown to be driven by perceptions of disease risk and socioeconomic factors.\textsuperscript{14} From an equity perspective, COVID-19 testing has been found to exacerbate existing health inequalities, with disparities in access to testing for individuals from black and ethnic minority backgrounds and those living in socially deprived areas.\textsuperscript{15}

Table 1. The nine testing service target populations of the COVID-19 testing programme to be evaluated and the purpose of testing each population.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing service</th>
<th>Purpose of testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adult social care</td>
<td>Testing to prevent outbreaks in vulnerable populations (predominantly those in care homes and those receiving domiciliary care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elective care</td>
<td>Testing to facilitate planned medical treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>Testing to enable people to attend various events safely and to allow evidence gathering to facilitate policymaking about future events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>Testing of NHS staff and patients to reduce the risk of spread within hospital and other healthcare settings, which could then impact transmission in the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private sector</td>
<td>Testing to reduce spread of the virus among those who cannot work from home and, in doing so, allow businesses to function as normally as possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public sector</td>
<td>Testing of essential employees to reduce the spread of the virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools</td>
<td>Testing of staff and students to prevent transmission within schools and, as they are a high contact group, within the community and to allow schools to continue functioning as normally as possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted community testing</td>
<td>Testing to accelerate a reduction in prevalence by identifying asymptomatic cases through local testing and supporting these individuals to isolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities</td>
<td>Testing to facilitate in-person teaching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tests for COVID-19 include those that detect the presence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus and those that detect the presence of antibodies to the virus.\textsuperscript{16} Tests for the virus, such as reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP), detect viral nucleic acid and are usually performed in a laboratory.
Lateral flow tests (LFTs), which detect SARS-CoV-2 viral protein (antigen), are a quicker and easier approach to testing and can be used for self-testing, although they are less reliable than nucleic acid-based tests.¹⁷

UKHSA has appointed a team from Oxford University Innovation and Ernst and Young LLP to undertake an independent evaluation of the activities delivered by the national COVID-19 testing programme across nine service settings in England from October 2020 to March 2022 (hereafter “the evaluation”). The key purpose of this evaluation is to capture key learnings from the rollout of testing to the various target populations via the different testing services during this period and use these insights to formulate recommendations for future pandemic preparedness testing strategy.

**Evaluation aims and approach**

The testing programme can be considered to be a complex public health intervention due to the complexity of the intervention design and the context within which it was implemented.¹⁸ As such, the retrospective evaluation draws on a mixed-methods approach, utilising existing frameworks that have previously been applied to the evaluation of complex interventions, being broadly divided into process and cost-effectiveness evaluation components.¹⁹-²² Based on findings from the retrospective evaluation, the forward-looking prospective scenario modelling will aim to develop pandemic preparedness testing packages structured for low, medium, and high levels of preparedness.
The project will consist of a phased process (Figure 1):

- A **scoping phase**, to develop a Theory of Change, evaluation aims, and research questions
- A **design phase**, to agree evaluation approaches, methods, process and outcome indicators
- A **conduct phase**, to collect, review and synthesise data
- Evidence from the evaluation will then be used as the foundation for the prospective scenario modelling and to inform policy recommendations for future testing programmes

Effective evaluation requires an understanding both of an intervention itself and how the intervention can achieve the expected outcomes. The “Theory of Change” (ToC) approach[^23][^24] – a theory of how and why an initiative works – will therefore be used to map the causal pathways for each of the nine service settings shown in Table 1, as this approach lends itself
to understanding complex interventions with multiple causal pathways. The ToC framework will be used to understand the causal pathways and intended and unintended outcomes of each service, also exploring the effect of context on each individual service setting’s intended outcomes. Subsequently, these separate insights will be used to define outcome and process indicators to determine if and how the combined aims of the testing programme were achieved. The ToC will be developed in a participatory manner with UKHSA stakeholders who, as the evaluation progresses, will be regularly consulted to discuss evolving causal assumptions and hypotheses.

The evaluation will also consider the combined impacts of the nine population-specific service settings (Table 1) and whether/how they achieved the overall aims of the testing programme. Key research questions relating to each service, from October 2020 to March 2022, are detailed in Table 2.

Table 2: Key research questions

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>How did the delivery and uptake of each service compare with what was planned over time and what factors affected this?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>What were the barriers and facilitators to access, use, and delivery of each service?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>What measurable impacts were there from each service in terms of its intended purpose?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>What was the cost to the government and the cost-effectiveness of each service?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 5. | Which aspects of each service might be beneficial to consider for future
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>programmes?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6. For the programme overall: how can the above learnings be used to inform future pandemic preparedness testing strategy for England?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Retrospective evaluation approach

Overarching evaluation approach and design

The Medical Research Council (MRC) framework for process evaluation details three key interrelated components as part of any complex public health process evaluation: implementation, mechanisms of impact, and context. To address these components, questions (1–3 in Table 2) for each testing service were developed. A comprehensive ToC for each of the nine service settings (Table 1) will be completed for the process evaluation, to inform outcome and process indicators that will be used to assess each service. The ToCs will be formulated utilising existing evidence provided by UKHSA, to detail the causal pathways for each service; the ToCs will also be subject to further refinement with UKHSA policy and operational stakeholders. A detailed, overarching Theory of Change for the testing service as a whole is illustrated in Figure 2. These ToCs will then be further consolidated into a narrative service overview summary for each of the nine service settings. Owing to the unpredictability of complex interventions such as this, sufficient flexibility will be allowed within the research design to allow emerging research questions to be addressed.

Acknowledging the wide scope and breadth of the testing services rollout across England and limitations on the commissioned study period, preference will be given to identifying core research questions across targeted priority testing service settings (as identified in collaboration with the funder) and performing a “deep dive” into these for the evaluation, as opposed to covering multiple research questions across all settings. Insights from existing UK government-commissioned evidence in the form of previous COVID-19 service-specific
testing evaluations and pilot testing programme data will be utilised where possible to avoid duplication of work.

Figure 2: Overarching Theory of Change for the COVID-19 testing programme in England

(draft example - work in progress)

Process evaluation

The process evaluation will address research questions 1–3 for each service:

1. How did the delivery and uptake of the service compare with what was planned over time and what factors affected this?

2. What were the barriers and facilitators to access, use, and delivery of the service?

3. What measurable impacts were there from the service according to its intended purpose?
Process evaluation: qualitative research approach

A rapid evidence review and synthesis of existing data within UKHSA and the public domain will be performed as part of the process evaluation; this will serve two purposes:

- **To formulate a ToC and logic model framework**\(^{27}\) for each of the nine testing services

  A rapid review approach will be taken to synthesise existing evidence for each of the nine service settings, leveraging narrative reviews as a method for synthesising quantitative and qualitative data and feeding into the ToC.\(^{28,29}\) We will extract data using a predefined template, with the purpose of developing an understanding of the interventions used within each service, how they were implemented, how they were expected to work, intended outcomes, and the timeline of events and evolution of relevant policy. A gap analysis will also be conducted at this stage to determine whether any crucial data, research, or information is unavailable within the existing literature or data sources provided by UKHSA and whether subsequent adjustment of the research questions or descoping is required. This will be decided through a participatory consultation approach with key UKHSA stakeholders.

- **To synthesise evidence on the behavioural barriers and facilitators for individuals undergoing COVID-19 testing in England**

  We will review existing studies to explore the process of implementing and delivering the COVID-19 testing service in England and any associated communication and engagement. We will provide a summary of identified studies, describing the setting in which testing took place, the types of tests used, participant characteristics, and the phase(s) of the pandemic. We will then perform a thematic
synthesis using a behaviour change framework drawing on a relevant behaviour change framework to identify barriers and facilitators.\textsuperscript{30}

**Process evaluation: quantitative research approach**

**Data collection**

Quantitative data will be obtained via UKHSA, from existing UKHSA repositories, the UK Office for National Statistics (ONS), NHS Digital, and other public sources of data where available. Datasets that relate generally to all testing services will be obtained for throughout the time course of the pandemic to March 2022; data will be aggregated at the local authority level and by age group. These data will also be used to inform the cost-effectiveness analyses. Where available, relevant individual-level data will also be utilised, such as those within the ISARIC (International Severe Acute Respiratory and Emerging Infection Consortium) database or from sources within NHS Digital. General datasets will include SARS-CoV-2 seroprevalence surveys; COVID-19 vaccination data; testing coverage data; and COVID-19 cases, hospitalisations, and deaths. Where available, these data will cover those who work in healthcare settings, essential employees, and university and school staff and students. Datasets specific to individual testing services will include cases and deaths in residents in care home settings, data from cases identified as having occurred through transmission between those attending a range of events, and hospital waiting times. Where possible, outcome data will be merged with publicly accessible datasets relating to population age-structures, income/GDP estimates, urban and rural populations, ethnicity, and indices of deprivation for each local authority; these merged datasets will then be analysed.
Data analysis

Data will be analysed with the aim of 1) providing summaries of outcome indicators of the implementation of each service identified in the ToC, to better understand the extent and reach of each testing service, and 2) providing estimates of the impact of each testing service, which will feed into the cost-effectiveness evaluation.

For the impact assessment to feed into the process evaluation, the focus will be on a specified primary outcome for each testing service, as defined in the ToC. Outcomes and appropriate counterfactual comparators will be defined, contingent on obtaining access to available data sources; these definitions may be refined using an iterative process based on concurrent analysis of qualitative data. For each testing service, a multi-level regression-based approach or a method from the causal inference literature, such as the UK government Magenta book, will be undertaken together with analysis of data at the local authority level (or, if the data allow, at a finer spatial aggregation), accounting for potential confounding factors such as age, sex, and ethnicity profiles, as well as indicators of deprivation, population density, and relevant chronic illnesses. Where determined to be relevant, in collaboration with UKHSA stakeholders, predictors of engagement with health services, such as vaccination uptake or access to internet services will also be included.

The ToCs will be populated in a collaborative manner, enabling the quantitative and qualitative research teams between them to define and align the process and outcome indicators for each service setting. Each team will conduct research concurrently for the various service settings and will communicate their findings at weekly meetings, allowing for emerging findings to be discussed and explored further if deemed necessary. Findings will
also be synthesised across the testing services to inform programme-level insights to meet the programme-level research aims and inform the overarching ToC.

Cost-effectiveness evaluation

The cost-effectiveness evaluation will address research question 4: What was the cost to the government and the cost-effectiveness of the service?

Data collection

The cost-effectiveness analysis will take a provider perspective and analyse costs to the NHS/local authority. A literature review of publicly available costing data will be conducted using keyword searches of scientific databases as well as a grey literature search using Google Scholar.

Data analysis

Data will be analysed with the aim of 1) providing an estimate of the costs for each testing service using a cost-of-illness approach and 2) providing estimates of the value for money of each testing service, which will use the outputs from the statistical analysis, e.g. cost per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) averted.

Analysis and synthesis of data

The analysis will use a thematic approach, which will involve the triangulation of findings from the literature reviews.

Prospective scenario analysis

The prospective evaluation will address research question 5: which aspects of the service might be beneficial for future programmes?
Prospective scenario modelling

Prospective scenario modelling will allow us to predict the impacts of a range of testing strategy packages in the context of various epidemiological challenges that may arise in the future. To ensure that the suite of recommendations that follow from this evaluation are relevant, feasible, applicable to likely future contexts, and grounded in robust data, the results from the retrospective evaluation will be used as inputs into a model designed to estimate the impact of possible testing packages. This will ensure that only those packages that will have the optimal impact are put forward as recommendations.

We will use modified versions of existing age-structured, compartmental SEIRS (susceptible–exposed–infectious–recovered–susceptible) models\(^{31-34}\) (Figure 2) to estimate the trajectory of COVID-19 epidemiology based on a variety of scenarios. The models will be further modified to include details of key mass-testing interventions. They will then be used as simulation tools to explore future mass-testing strategy packages applied to a range of future pandemic threat use-case scenarios, having been populated with values estimated from data obtained during the retrospective analysis stage of the evaluation. The selection of future scenarios will be a participatory process, involving collaboration with UKHSA, to ensure realistic options are identified and simulated. The impact of each testing strategy package will then be determined in terms of reductions in transmission, hospital utilisation, mortality, and cost. Model outputs will also feed into a linked economic sub-model for costing and financial analysis. The prospective scenario modelling predictions will be used to inform recommendations to UKHSA on appropriate pandemic preparedness testing packages.
Diagrammatic example of a typical baseline model structure to be used for prospective scenario modelling, representing an unmitigated spread scenario.

Recommendations – implementation, policy interpretation, and preparedness packages

The recommendations will address research question 6: for the programme overall, how can the above learnings be used to inform future pandemic preparedness testing strategy for England?

A key objective of this evaluation is to develop pragmatic solutions for future pandemic preparedness, including how learnings from the COVID-19 experience should shape future testing policy and implementation. In any future pandemic, targeted testing strategies should be informed by public health intelligence, including disease epidemiology, health system capacity and utilisation, and public engagement, taking into account for example risk factors for disease and the needs of vulnerable populations, to understand priorities, concerns, and reasons for reduced testing uptake. Decisions about testing strategies should be primarily based on a situational assessment of the intensity of transmission and the capacity of the health system to respond, as well as a cost–benefit analysis of each strategy. Therefore, our recommendations will consider the interplay among the various strands of this evaluation and be used to inform proposals for pandemic preparedness testing.
packages. Elements such as expedited diagnostics development or improvements in public engagement will inform rollout timings, efficiencies, and levels of testing coverage for the prospective modelling scenarios and will come with different costs.

Pandemic preparedness testing packages, structured for low, medium, and high levels of preparedness, will be made easily accessible and modifiable through a ready-to-use dashboard. This dashboard will demonstrate the potential impact of various testing strategies across different settings, allowing for adjustment of other parameters such as testing type. Recommendations for diagnostics will be made with a view to ultimately ensuring the research and development and regulatory pipeline is fit for purpose and ready to anticipate diagnostic requirements for diseases of epidemic potential.

Data management plan

All individuals on the research team will have Baseline Personnel Security Standard clearance. All “official-sensitive” data will be accessed through official, UKHSA-approved secure portals and UKHSA secure laptops. All data to be used in the proposed evaluation will be obtained from UKHSA, allied UK government bodies such as NHS Digital and ONS, and independent research organisations.
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